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* ABSTRACT. In lliiB pa|>er wd have calculated, the penetration probahiliiy of a-partiolo 
tluough a potential burner by using the Lnnczos inel-hod ol solving the St-hrodiiigei tMimil.ion 
near the nuclear boundary. Wo have chosen the Woods-ISaxon potential for the imoloar 
field. The value of the half-life of *53 py calculated from this poiiet,ration factoi comes out 
to be twice the exiienmental value.
I N ' P R ODUC T I ON
TJie various caloulations of the penetration factor in tJio process of a-rlecay 
that have been made till recently according to one-body modeJ, give diflorent 
results which indicate that there is room for linding out a reasonably accurate 
approximation method. As for the potential for sucli calculations we liavo used 
the Woods—Saxons’ diffuse potential model near the nuclear surface, since w^e 
foci it approaches reaHty more than others; out;^ ide the nuclear potential Coulomb 
field predominates. The calculation of the A^ 'ave function in the region where 
only Coulomb potential is present has been made by the Riccati method as given 
l»y Abramowitz (1949) (cf. Fvotierg, 1955), iSo we get an aconrato solution of the 
Schrodiiigcr equation for the Ctmlomb region. In solving the Siihriidiuger 
equation in the neighbourhood of the nuclear boundary we have employed, 
instead of the WKB approximation, the method of solution given by Lanezos 
(1938), according to which the differential ecpiation has been equated to an error 
term wteli is proportional to Tsliebysheff’s polynomial of a given order. Coiisc- 
(luently the equation admits of a finite poAver series solution. The error term 
vanishes at the zero points of the Tshebysheff’s polynomial and thus an inter­
polating power series solution has been obtained. In this case tlie error term 
is of an oscillatory character, and the maximum error at any point of the range 
IS less than that of the Taylor’s series solution with the same number of terms.
The penetration factor has been calculated from the value of the w^ ave fuius- 
tion at the point near the nuclear boundary where the potential energy is equal 
to the kinetic energy of the emitted a-particlo {r — r^).
We have next estimated the half-life from the calculated value of the pene­
tration factor.
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M A T H E M A T I C A L  F O R M U L A T I O N
The equation for u ,  which is r  times the M^ave function of the radial part of 
the tSchrodinger equation can be written as
(1)
Where W { r )  for I  — 0 takes the form as
lT(r) U { r ) - \ - V { r ) .
where for r >  r.
and
”  constant for r  <  r^ ,
V { r )  =  -  -
I -h R ■
.P .. for r <  7*1 r-R  1
— 0, for 7* >  7*1^.
y
Vy is taken as the point where the nuclear potential drops °^“ Yoo '  ^ ^
the Coulomb potential is assumed to have a constant value.
#
To solve equation (1) in the region R  ^  r  ^  we write it in the’ form
S + K ™ . - * - ) -
0 ... (2)
where,
/? =  e i f c »  = 2 m ( V  -  E ) a ^
we now seek solutions of the above differential equation of t^he form
Hubstitutiiig z  C“* , we get,
*(*+/?) ^  +  (* +  (1 ±  2k) =  0 ... (3)
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For our later calculations the imlepeiulent variable occurring as the argument 
ol the Tshebysheff e polynomial has to be normalised such that is varies from zero 
to on.e; so wo make the transformation
2 — 2,,p = --------^
Zn — 2,
We get from equation (3)
( P + i t t H P + v ) + ( p + v ) ( l ± 2 i ; )  + ;\2 F  =  0, (4)
where — and
2a
we now replace F  by a polynomial of finite degree n and following Lanezos equate 
the differential equation to a term proportional to Tahebysheff’s polynomial 
of order n. Wo write
D{F) ^  rTnip)
where
Let
D  s  + (y+v )(l±2 fc) -t-A“
F  whore — 1.
Tn — Bi2>* (for values of B  vide Lanezos p, 140).
Substituting the above expressions for F  and T in the differential equation (4) 
Ave get the recursion formulae by comparing the coefficients of the same power 
of p  on both sides of the equation.
tB, ^  ar.H aW r+l)(r+2)]+« r+iL(/^+v)r(r+l)+^v(H-l)]-f «r[^ (» '-l)+ ‘yH-A2]. 
tBh =  a^\X^~\-8n-\-n{n—\)'\
=  a«[n(7fc—l)(yw+v)-|- l)(n—2)+ (u —1)^+A**].
 ^1
-2k
where 8
, + 2
H -
Therefore the solution of the differential equation is known from the recursion 
formulae except for an arbitrary constant multiplier. The two values of  ^ give
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two solutions. Wo write therefore for the solution near the surface of the nucleus
(r <  ri)
( f S )
Now for the outside region {r >  rj) only Coulomb potential is effective. We 
can write for this region,
+  ( dp^  ^  \
l -  ^  ) u =  0, 
P '
... (6)
where p n= ar — \2mEV fe2
9., ^  2w 2(Z-2)e3
We must seek the appropriate solution of the above equation (6) near the boundary 
(r — r^ ) where the inner solution (r <  i^) is to be matelied with the outer solution 
{ r  >  ri).
The equation has solutioiis asymptotic behaviour of which is given
Ff^'^ mi 0
as
where
/o—> OC1,
0 — p —i] log 2p+cr. and cr =  arg r (ii /+ l) .
The combination will satisfy our boundary condition that at infinity
the a-partielc should behave as a free outgoing iiarticle. Now for different Irangcs 
defined by values of p and i/, different representations of F^  ^ and Gq are given. 
In our region (p <  2iy) we take the representation of F^  ^ and given by Abra- 
inowitz, based on Riccati’s method as quoted by C. G. Froberg (1955),
where
-Go =
2ti
Q(l, y) =  2yffo+0i+(2v)~%+{^V)~‘Sls+-"
f(t, y) =  -2yg^-{-gi-{2y)-%+(2y)%-.
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From continuity of u and ^  at the point r =  r^ , we fix the ('onslanlfl A and B
J Jfl
of equation (5). It is found that and are negligible in eoniparison with
dr
Gq and - ^ ’’ at r =  The values of y at r — r^  where R < V 2 <  rj, is uelct 
dr
calculated from equation (5) and the ponetraiion factoi- as defined by Blatt and 
Weisskopf (1964) is as follows
p  =  _   ^ _
To the probability of penetration per second w'c write 
A -  nP
where n is the number of times the a-pariicle hits the barrier wall. If the a- 
particle moves wdth a velocity v within the crater of the iiucleus of radiusiJ, then
n — y  , further we take the de Broglie n avolongth to be equal to 2i ,^ we
2tR
obtain (Max Born, 1951),
4mR^
Now the half-life ean be calculated from the expression
n^ ^  loge^  „  0.6931 
A ‘
R E S U L T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
The numerical calculations are made for Polonium (RaC') with A — 214, 
Zi — M. The values of parameters are the same as used by Tgo and Thaler (1967),
=  1.36^»/=‘+ l ,3 in  Fermi =  8.32xl0-i3 cm 
a =  0.5 X 10“ ®^ cm, Vq =  45 Mev. 
m =  6.62.x lO-^V'^- 
.0 =  7.714 Mev.
We have found the value of P  =  ,059 X 10” ®^, With the same values of the para­
meters and applying WKB method Rassmussen (1959) found the value of a-emis- 
sion width from which the penetration factor P  comes out to bo*^1.17 x
10-1®, Our value is thus about 20 times smaller than this. It is worth while to
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mention here that we have taken U { r )  as conBt^ lnt equal to U { T i ) for the inner 
solutions whereas the actual Coulomb contribution for that part would be some­
what larger. Consequently the value of P  is expected to be less than the value 
we have obtained. With our calculated value of the penetration factor the half- 
life comes out to be
T  =- 3.201 xl0-« see.
which is about twice the experimental value (iZasmussen, 1959)
T  =  1.636x10-4 sec.
In view of the uncertainty of the values of the parameters, this agreement 
may be considered quite satisfactory.
The accuracy of WKB method has often been doubted (Blatt, and Weisskopf, 
1954). That is why we have not used it and tried Lanozos’ method. The r^ult 
obtained here give.s appreciably better agroemont than that given by the WICB 
method. \
The application of this technique to the excited states [ I  i  0) is under progreiss.
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